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Monday: To write an effective opening paragraph

Tuesday: Use cohesive devices to link 

paragraphs

Wednesday: To add atmosphere to a news 

report

Thursday: To use relative clauses and dashes for 

parenthesis

Friday: To write a concluding paragraph
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Grammar Warm Up
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Grammar Warm Up
Answers
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English Warm Up
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English Warm Up
Answers
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To write a newspaper 
report

Introductory Paragraph

Journalist

Caption

Headline

In today’s lesson, you will begin

to produce your newspaper

report based on the information

you gathered last week – car

crashes into bungalow.

By the end of this session, you

would have written:

- An effective headline

- Name of journalist

- A brief caption

- An introductory paragraph
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To write a newspaper report

To support you in your learning,

there will be a number of resources

available. These will include:

- Examples of newspaper reports

- Checklist

- Fronted adverbials

- ISPACE Sentence openers

- Year 5/6 Orange words

- Newspaper template

These will be available to download

(see blog resources)
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To write a newspaper report

Before we start writing the

newspaper report, look carefully

at the examples of the various

articles and see how they have

been presented (the layout

features)

Headline

Paragraphs

Columns

Photograph
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To  write a newspaper report

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcCGo0BAOIo

Watch the video clip again so that you are familiar with 

news story that you are going to report on.

• Australian man  - lucky escape after a car crashed 

through his wall in the middle of the night

• Man got out of bed to use his computer around 2 am

• He heard a massive bang, thought it was an 

earthquake

• Found a small red car in his bedroom, dust 

everywhere

• His bed was disintegrated beneath it – he would 

normally have been asleep

• Driver of car was rushed to hospital, minor injuries

• Firemen and police attended in case of further 

• When the car was removed, there was nothing left 

of his bedroom

• Incident occurred on Wednesday morning on the 

15th April 2020 (we will just make this up ☺)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcCGo0BAOIo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcCGo0BAOIo
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You used this information to help 
you plan your newspaper report so 
that the events were in order

Introduction. Who was involved? What 
happened? Where did the event take place? 
When the event happened?

Next paragraph. What was Mr Bisbelis doing at 
the time of the incident? What happened next? 
What did he say?

Next paragraph. Mr Bisbelis inspects what has 
happened. Describe what his bedroom looked 
like.

Next paragraph. After the incident, Mr Bisbelis
calls the emergency services. What did they do? 
What do you think they said?

Conclusion. This is where you summarise it. 
What do you think happened to the driver of the 
car? What must the locals be thinking? Put in a 
reported speech.
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To  write a newspaper report
What could your newspaper be called?

- Coundon News

- The Coventry Express

(Keep it short)

Now think of a headline:
CAR-TOSTROPHE
CAR FINDS UNUSAL PARKING SPACE
CAR CAUSES MAYHEM
Remember to make it short, snappy and if 
possible use alliteration

COUNDON NEWS

CAR CAUSES MAYHEM!

Date

If you are writing this in your exercise book, draw a vertical 

line (underneath the headline) with a pencil to create your 

columns – no more than 2 columns!
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To  write a newspaper report

You may want to draw a text box for your image in
your book at the start. Remember there will need
to be a caption to go alongside your photograph.

COUNDON NEWS

CAR CAUSES MAYHEM!
Date

Add the name of the 

journalist, who is reporting 

and writing about the 

event. Reported by Wilfred James

Underneath the name of the journalist, write a short caption to 

inform the reader what the newspaper report is all about.

Example: Erratic driver could not find a parking space!

What does the word erratic mean? Use a dictionary to find 

out.  Now onto the introductory paragraph.

Thursday 16th April 2020

Erratic drive could not 

find a parking space!
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To  write a newspaper report

Using the following resources:

Video clip

Notes

Plan

Your next task is to write the 

introduction to the newspaper 

report

What is an introductory paragraph?

Look at this example of an 

introductory paragraph
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To  write a newspaper report

Introductory paragraph

Introduction. Who was involved? What
happened? Where did the event take
place? When the event happened?

Here is an example of an introductory 

paragraph. Read through it and then write 

yours.

During the early hours of Wednesday

morning in Melbourne, Australia

(precisely 2 am), a red metallic Renault

precariously catapulted into an

unfortunate victim’s house. This had not

only caused a mass of destruction but

the violent act is being treated as

suspicious.

The paragraph begins with a fronted 

adverbial of time.

Ambitious vocabulary and phrases: precariously catapulted, 

precisely, destruction, metallic

TIP: Once you have written your 

introduction, read it again to check that it 

makes sense.  Use the success criteria.
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To  write a newspaper report

Success Criteria
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Grammar Warm Up
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Grammar Warm Up
Answers
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English Warm Up
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English Warm Up
ANSWERS
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To  write a newspaper report

Use cohesive devices to link paragraphs

We are now going to write the next part of the 

newspaper report. It needs to be written in:

- Paragraphs 

- Chronological order 

Look back at your plan and notes.  We are 

going to transpose the notes into paragraph/s 

Example of fronted adverbials: Moments later, before the incident, suddenly, at exactly 2am

We will also need to link the paragraphs 

together. One way of doing this is by using 

fronted adverbials of time.

Next paragraph. What was Mr Bisbelis doing at the 
time of the incident? What happened next? What 
did he say?

Some Notes:
• Mr Bisbelis got out of bed to use his computer 

around 2 am

• He heard a massive bang, thought it was an 

earthquake

• Found a small red car in his bedroom, dust 

everywhere

• His bed was disintegrated beneath it – he would 

normally have been asleep
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To  write a newspaper report

Use cohesive devices to link paragraphs

Example of fronted adverbials: Moments later, before the incident, suddenly, at exactly 2am

Next paragraph. What was Mr Bisbelis doing at the 
time of the incident? What happened next? What 
did he say?

Some Notes:
• Mr Bisbelis got out of bed to use his 

computer around 2 am

• He heard a massive bang, thought it was 

an earthquake

• Found a small red car in his bedroom, dust 

everywhere

• His bed was disintegrated beneath it – he 

would normally have been asleep

Prior to the event, Mr Bisbelis was transferring

important files to his work colleague when the

disastrous event took place. An ear piercing sound

(possibly brakes) was suddenly followed by an almighty

crash. Unknowing what had happened, he immediately

ran outside to find a metal object wedged tightly

through his bedroom wall. Miraculously, the fortunate

survivor (Demitrios Basbelis) remained unscathed but

rather distraught by the whole experience. He later

commented in a bewildered stated, “I’m shocked but

extremely thankful to be alive. I don’t care about the

property.” Emergency services were called soon after.

Lets have a look at this paragraph in more detail. 

Which fronted adverbial has been used to link this 

paragraph with the introduction?
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To  write a newspaper report

Use cohesive devices to link paragraphs

Prior to the event, Mr Bisbelis, who is the owner of the

property, was transferring important files to his work

colleague when the disastrous event took place. An ear

piercing sound (possibly brakes) was suddenly followed

by an almighty crash. Unknowing what had happened,

he immediately ran outside to find a metal object

wedged tightly through his bedroom wall. Miraculously,

the fortunate survivor (Demitrios Basbelis) remained

unscathed but rather distraught by the whole

experience. He later commented in a bewildered

stated, “I’m shocked but extremely thankful to be alive.

I don’t care about the property.” Emergency services

were called soon after.

Direct with use of inverted

commas and it also conveys

action by the use of

bewildered state.

What does bewildered mean?

Fronted adverbial of 

time

Relative clause to add additional information. 

|Written in present tense as he is still the owner 

of the house

Use of brackets for 

parenthesis

Expanded noun phrase 

to describe a noun,

Vocabulary: Distraught, bewildered, wedged, transferring, unscathed, commented

Providing 

facts/information. Not 

personal opinions



To  write a newspaper report

Use cohesive devices to link paragraphs

Example of fronted adverbials: Moments later, before the incident, suddenly, at exactly 2am

Next paragraph. What was Mr Bisbelis doing at the 
time of the incident? What happened next? What 
did he say?

Some Notes:
• Mr Bisbelis got out of bed to use his computer 

around 2 am

• He heard a massive bang, thought it was an 

earthquake

• Found a small red car in his bedroom, dust 

everywhere

• His bed was disintegrated beneath it – he would 

normally have been asleep

Now have a go at writing your 

own paragraph.

Clouds
-Fronted adverbials

-Expanded noun phrases

- Example of direct speech

Moons
- Fronted adverbials to link 

paragraphs

-Expanded noun phrases

- Ambitious vocabulary/ 

synonyms

- A relative clause

- Direct speech correctly 

punctuated

Stars
- Adverbials of time and manner

- Expanded noun phrases

- Ambitious vocabulary/ 

synonyms

- Range of punctuation 

including dash and brackets 

- Correctly punctuated direct 

speech
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To  write a newspaper report

To be able to add atmosphere

We are now going to write the next part of the 

newspaper report. 

Look at the next slide for some examples of descriptive/figurative language

After the incident, Mr Bisbelis goes into his 

bedroom. We need to build atmosphere 

here for the reader by using descriptive 

language.

Some Notes:
• Red,car wedged tighly in

• Ground covered with dust and rubble (debris)

• Cables hung like cob-webs

• Tall metal poles held up the house

Next paragraph. Mr Bisbelis inspects what 
has happened. Describe what his bedroom 
looked like.
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Debris/rubble blanketed the ground

Delicate cables were like cob-webs

Large, metal poles

Bricks clung helplessly

Noun phrase

Cracked, crumbling walls
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To  write a newspaper report

To be able to add atmosphere 

Lets have a look at this paragraph in more detail. 

Which fronted adverbial has been used to link this 

paragraph with previous one?

Can you identify any examples of descriptive 

language?

Next paragraph. Mr Bisbelis inspects what 
has happened. Describe what his bedroom 
looked like.

Some Notes:
• Red,car wedged tighly in

• Ground covered with dust and rubble 

(debris)

• Cables hung like cob-webs

• Tall metal poles held up the house

Once the emergency services had been

contacted, a closer inspection of the property,

unveiled a mass of destruction on an

unprecedented scale. On the ground, debris of

glass and bricks blanketed the once safe haven;

electrical cables hung from the rafters like delicate

spider webs. Thick, steel poles stood - guarding

the property from any possible further collapse.

Demitrios (aged 38) distraughtly reported that his

bed had been completely disintegrated.
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To  write a newspaper report

To be able to add atmosphere 

Lets have a look at this paragraph in

more detail. Which fronted adverbial

has been used to link this

paragraph with the introduction?

Which examples of descriptive language 

have been used?

Once the emergency services had been

contacted, a closer inspection of the property,

unveiled a mass of destruction on an

unprecedented scale. On the ground, debris of

glass and bricks blanketed the once safe haven;

electrical cables hung from the rafters like

delicate spider webs. Thick, steel poles stood -

guarding the property from any possible further

collapse. Demitrios (aged 38) distraughtly

reported that his bed had been completely

disintegrated.

Paragraph opening to link to the 

previous one. Used fronted adverbial 

of time

On the ground, a 

prepositional phrase

Metaphor
Simile

Reported speech to show how the 

owner of the house felt.

Expanded noun 

phrase
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To  write a newspaper report

To be able to add atmosphere 

Now YOU have a go at writing the next paragraph. Remember to include 

examples of descriptive language.

Next paragraph. Mr Bisbelis inspects what 
has happened. Describe what his bedroom 
looked like.

Some Notes:
• Red,car wedged tighly in

• Ground covered with dust and rubble (debris)

• Cables hung like cob-webs

• Tall metal poles held up the house

Clouds
Would be great if you could 

use:

• Adjectives

• Expanded noun phrase

• A simile

Moons
Challenge yourselves by 

including:

- Examples of personification 

and a simile

- Expanded noun phrases

- A prepositional phrase to 

say where something is

- An example of reported 

speech.

Stars

Reach for the STARS by:
- Link the opening of the 

paragraph to the previous one.

- Use examples of descriptive 

language

- Include a range of sentence 

openings, including 

prepositional phrases

- Use BRILLIANT synonyms
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To  write a newspaper report

To use relative clauses and dashes for parenthesis

We are now going to write the next part of the 

newspaper report. 

After the incident, Mr Bisbelis called the 

Emergency services. Watch the video again. 

What do you think they did? Where do you 

think the driver was at this time?

Some Notes:
• Firemen and police attended in case of further 

damage to the property

• Large, metal scaffolding used to prevent the 

property from collapsing

• Property cautioned off with tape to prevent 

passers by from entering the premises

• When the car was removed, there was nothing 

left of his bedroom

• Driver of the vehicle in hospital with minor 

injuries. Lucky to be alive.

Next paragraph. After the incident, Mr Bisbelis
calls the emergency services. What did they do? 
What do you think they said?
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To  write a newspaper report

To use relative clauses and dashes for parenthesis

What is a relative clause and how can dashes be used for parenthesis?   

Relative clause starts with the pronouns that, whom, whose, who, which

Examples: 

25 Maple Street, which has been up for sale for years, is apparently haunted. 

A ghost (whose name is Mr. Stonegarden) roams the corridors.

The estate agent - who badly needs a sale - is frightened to show people around.

When using a relative clause, 

various punctuation marks can 

be used:

• Commas

• Brackets 

• Dashes
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To  write a newspaper report

To use relative clauses and dashes for parenthesis

How can dashes be used for parenthesis?   

Parenthesis means additional information.

Examples: 

Many cats – but not all of them – sleep for 15 hours a day

Take the embedded clause out and the sentence and it  still makes sense: Many 

cats sleep 15 hours a day.

Her mother – a great athlete in her teens – showed her daughter all of her 

medals.

This year I am going to New York and I have never been out of Europe before – I 

am very excited.

Embedded clause means additional

information to the original sentence. If you

take the embedded clause out, the

sentence still makes sense. Sometimes,

additional information can come at the

end of a sentence.Embedded clause

In this sentence, the additional information comes at the end of the 

sentence and is added on by  using a dash punctuation mark
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To  write a newspaper report

To  use relative clauses and dashes for parenthesis

Lets have a look at this paragraph in more detail. 

Can you identify a relative clause in the paragraph?

How has parenthesis been used in this paragraph.

See next slide.

Next paragraph. After the incident, Mr Bisbelis calls the
emergency services. What did they do? What do you
think they said?

Some Notes:
• Firemen and police attended in case of further 

damage to the property

• Large, metal scaffolding used to prevent the 

property from collapsing

• Property cautioned off with tape to prevent 

passers by from entering the premises

• When the car was removed, there was nothing left 

of his bedroom

• Driver of the vehicle in hospital with minor 

injuries. Lucky to be alive.

In order to calm the situation, the local

police authority hastily cautioned off the

property - to prevent any injuries to civilians.

Furthermore, they are appealing to key

witnesses who may have witnessed the

misfortunate event, to contact them as a

matter of urgency. Meanwhile, the driver of

the vehicle – an elderly gentleman – was

transferred to the local hospital as he had

sustained serious injuries.
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To  write a newspaper report

To  use relative clauses and dashes for parenthesis

Embedded clause within the 

sentence

In order to calm the situation, the local police

authority hastily cautioned off the property - to

prevent any injuries to civilians. Furthermore they

are appealing to key witnesses, who may have

witnessed the misfortunate event, to contact them

as a matter of urgency. Meanwhile, the driver of the

vehicle – an elderly gentleman – was transferred to

the local hospital as he had sustained serious

injuries.

Additional information added 

to the end of a sentence by 

using dashes in order to link 

it.

Relative clause
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To  write a newspaper report

To  use relative clauses and dashes for parenthesis

Now it is your go to write the next paragraph. Remember 

to have a go at adding either a:

• Embedded clause

• Relative clause

• Additional information at the end of the sign joined by 

a dash.

Next paragraph. After the incident, Mr Bisbelis calls the
emergency services. What did they do? What do you
think they said?

Some Notes:
• Firemen and police attended in case of further damage to 

the property

• Large, metal scaffolding used to prevent the property 

from collapsing

• Property cautioned off with tape to prevent passers by 

from entering the premises

• When the car was removed, there was nothing left of his 

bedroom

• Driver of the vehicle in hospital with minor injuries. Lucky 

to be alive.

Clouds
Would be great if you could 

use:

• Different sentence 

openings

• A relative clause

Moons
Challenge yourselves by 

including:

• Different sentence 

openings

• An embedded clause.

• A relative clause

Stars

Reach for the STARS by:
- Link the opening of the 

paragraph to the previous one.

- Use an embedded and/or 

relative clause.

- Use dashes to show 

parenthesis at the end of a 

sentence.

- Use BRILLIANT synonyms
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To  write a newspaper report

To write a concluding paragraph

We are now going to write the next part of the 

newspaper report. 

You are almost at the end of the newspaper

report and must complete the final paragraph.

The final paragraph is the concluding paragraph

in which a short summary of the report is then

followed what might happen next.

Conclusion. This is where you summarise the key 
facts/points. What do you think happened to the driver of 
the car? What must the locals be thinking? 

Lets turn this information into a

concluding paragraph.

Some Notes:
• Locals left confused by the incident.

• Forensic team searching for evidence.

• Mr Bisbelis homeless, searching for new 

accommodation – home dangerous.

• Police waiting to interview driver of the car.

• Need public help for information
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To  write a newspaper report

To write a concluding paragraph

Using the notes, a concluding paragraph will 

be written.

Conclusion. This is where you summarise it. What do you 
think happened to the driver of the car? What must the 
locals be thinking? 

For the time being, the incident has left the local

Brisbane community bewildered and confused by the

whole event. Forensics are trying to piece the

information together, to gather a clearer understanding

on the causes of the incident, while Mr Bisbelis

searches for new accommodation. In the meantime,

police are questioning the driver in hospital and will

provide further updates. How could such an incident

have occuredr? If you have seen anything remotely

suspicious or been a witness to this strange event ,

please contact the local emergency services on: 0800

18721333.

Some Notes:
• Locals left confused by the incident.

• Forensic team searching for evidence.

• Mr Bisbelis homeless, searching for new 

accommodation – home dangerous.

• Police waiting to interview driver of the car.

• Need public help for information
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To  write a newspaper report

To write a concluding paragraph

Conclusion. This is where you summarise it. What do you 
think happened to the driver of the car? What must the 
locals be thinking? 

For the time being, the incident has left the local

Brisbane community bewildered and confused by the

whole event. Forensics are trying to piece the

information together, to gather a clearer understanding

on the causes of the incident, while Mr Bisbelis searches

for new accommodation. In the meantime, police are

questioning the driver in hospital and will provide further

updates. How could such an incident have occurred? If

you have seen anything remotely suspicious or been a

witness to this strange event , please contact the local

emergency services on: 0800 18721333.

Fronted adverbials of 

time
Technical/Specialist 

words

Rhetorical question

Year 5/6 Spellings

Now have a go at writing your own conclusion.
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To  write a newspaper report

Now that you have completed 

your newspaper report, use the 

success criteria. 

• Check against every criteria. 

• Check your spellings for any errors and 

correct.

• Check that you have used punctuation 

marks correctly throughout.

• Which words or sentence openings could you 

improve upon?

• How could you further improve your work?

We would love to read your newspaper 

reports. Please email them to us.




